Koyal 1errace
An Investigation of Paint Colours on Royal Terrace

Introduction

Royal Terrace consists of a row of ten, three storied houses
situated in Nicholson Street, Fitzroy ·facing the Exhibition
Buildings.
Erected between 1854 and 1856, it is thought to be the
work of architect John Gill, and is one of the finest early
Victorian terraces in Australia.
After being in the one ownership
of the Salvation Army for over sixty. years the terrace has recently
been purchased by an investment company and is to be resold as
individual units.
Part of this reselling programme involves the
restoration and reconstruction of the facade of the entire building.
As part of this work an investigation of the original paint colours
on the exterior was carried out.

Paint Sampling
The investigation of original coatings used on Royal Terrace posed a
Most importantly, the staged construction of
number of problems.
the terrace over three years meant that it was necessary to
investigate coatings on a number of houses to ensure that any
variation in original colour scheme from the earlier section to the
later section would be picked up.
For this purpose
the facades
of three houses wer~ sampled, one from each end and one in the
centre.

This also ensured that sufficient samples were taken to

pick up broad variations caused by fading or darkening of coatings.
A further problem, which is common to many buildings was the
deterioration or removal of early paint coatings. In the case

of the front facade all the window sashes to the upper
two storeys have been replaced or.burnt back heavily
prior to repainting.
Obtaining representative samples under such
conditions is extremely difficult and necessitated the removal of
sashes to get at areas obscured by stop moulds.
At the rear of the
building a similar problem exists, caused by lack of repainting.
The upper windows in this facade were in most cases worn back to the
wood, and samples tended to yield inconclusive results.
Paint sampling was carried out using standard cratering techniques,
and by microscope analysis of paint chips removed from the building.
The on-site work was used essentially to ascertain whether variation
in colour occurred in adjacent mouldings on doors and windows
to reduce the number of samples required.
It also gave a very
good initial indication of the general colour scheme . . The. cratering
was followed by microscope analysis of paint chips to determine the
exact sequence of paint layers, coating types, and colour matching.
This was carried out with an Olympus Zoom Stereo Microscope Model
SZ-111 with magnification of up to 80 X.
Over 100 samples were
analysed in this manner, and colours matched·using the Munsell
System of Colour Notation .
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Results
The sampling indicated that the original colour scheme for the
exterior of Royal Terrace involved over 12 colours and was uniform
over the entire building.

Apart from minor more recent variations

at the rear of the building the uniformity of the colour scheme has
always been basically maintained in successive repainting.
The results of sampling in different areas of the front facade were
as follows:
Front Facade
Area

Average
No of
Paint
Layers

Original
Coating
Type

Original
Finish Coat
Colour

MunseLllc.Value
·'of Original
.colour

Rendered Wall
Surface

14

Oil
based

Pale Pink Brown

7.5YR 6/4

Stone Dressings
to Wing Walls

14

Oil
based

Pale Pink Brown

7 .5YR 6/4

Front Doors and

14

Oil
based

Wood Grained

13

Oil
based

Pale Yellow Brown
Red Brown

Windows
Verandah Colours

Dark Green

. lOYR 7/4
lOR 2/4
5G 2/4

Fascia to
Verandah

10

Oil
based

Pale Pink Brown

7.5YR 6/4

Underside
Verandah.Roof

10

Oil
based

P\ltty Grey

2.5Y 7/2

Top of Verandah
.Roof

10

Oil
based

Red: Brown
Yellow Cream

Sandstone
Architraves to
Upper Windows

10

Oil
based

Pale Pink Brown

7 .5YR 6/4

Upper Windows

14

Oil
based

Red Brown

2.5YR 3/4

.Oil
based

Pale Pink Brown

7.5 6/4

Parapet

51'- 3/6
to be determined

The above results give rise to a number of interesting points.
In particular it app~ars that the sandstone work in.the facade has
always been painted, as has the render work. at ground level.
No
.indication of a dirt layer beneath the earliest coat of paint was
identifiable S\}ggesting that the natural surfaces had not been
exposed for any length of time; and the number o~ layers of paint
corresponded to, or were in excess of those ~ound elsewhere on the·building .
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This result. is unusual given the particularly fine carving of the
stonework around the upper windows which could normally be expected
to have been unpainted.
A second point of interest are the verandah columns.
These are
composite cast iron and timber columns and have originally been
painted in three colours.
The basic colour scheme appears to be
pale yellow brown on the base, a dark green base mould, a red brown
column shaft, a pale yellow brown capital and dark green upper shaft
and brackets.
Above this the verandah roof is striped in yellow
cream and red brown.
Conclusions

Lack of detailed information on external colour schemes for buildings
of this age makes the drawing of specific conclusions difficult.
The general nature of the original scheme is one of mid red and pink
browns with specific details such as the verandah columns picked
out in darker colours.
The browns clearly tend to have less purple
in them than is found in the colours used in the following decades
of the seventies and eighties and in fact in subsequent painting on
Royal Terrace.
The remaining colours are those found throughout
the second half of the nineteenth century and are not unusual.
PETER LOVELL

Composite structure, cast-iron
·and timber column to the verandah.
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The timber plinth: cream-brown
The torus and scotia moulds: dark-green
The shaft: dark red-brou>n
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